Abstract: Gas hydrate growth kinetics was studied at a pressure of 90 bars to investigate the effect of temperature, initial water content, stirring rate, and reactor size in stirred semi-batch autoclave reactors. The mixing energy during hydrate growth was estimated by logging the power consumed. The theoretical model by Garcia-Ochoa and Gomez for estimation of the mass transfer parameters in stirred tanks has been used to evaluate the dispersion parameters of the system. The mean bubble size, impeller power input per unit volume, and impeller Reynold's number/tip velocity were used for analyzing observed trends from the gas hydrate growth data. The growth behavior was analyzed based on the gas consumption and the growth rate per unit initial water content. The results showed that the growth rate strongly depended on the flow pattern in the cell, the gas-liquid mass transfer characteristics, and the mixing efficiency from stirring. Scale-up effects indicate that maintaining the growth rate per unit volume of reactants upon scale-up with geometric similarity does not depend only on gas dispersion in the liquid phase but may rather be a function of the specific thermal conductance, and heat and mass transfer limitations created by the limit to the degree of the liquid phase dispersion is batched and semi-batched stirred tank reactors.
Introduction
Gas hydrate formation has been an important subject in the petroleum industry, because when gas hydrate forms in oil and gas pipelines and processing equipment, it plugs them. This would cause flow assurance issues, and may create operational and safety contingencies that may lead to huge economic losses, potential environmental risk due to pollution, and safety hazards to operational personnel in the case of pipeline rupture [1] [2] [3] [4] .
More recently, there has been increased interest in the potential applications of gas-hydrate-related technology in the areas of gas separation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , gas transportation and storage [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , CO 2 capture and sequestration [11, 13, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , and as a potential energy source [20, [31] [32] [33] [34] . In the area of gas transportation and storage, gas hydrate technology offers simplicity and safer conditions. Compared with building new pipelines and railway systems for transportation, which are expensive and labor-intensive, or storing the gas as compressed natural gas (CNG, requiring very high pressures; 20-25 MPa) and liquefied natural gas (LNG, requiring cryogenic temperatures below −161 • C), which are also capital-intensive and have a very high safety demand [35] , CO 2 capture and sequestration would contribute to a greener environment, while gas hydrates as an energy source will play a significant role in the transition to cleaner energy sources. To implement these gas-hydrate-related technologies at an industrial scale so that they can compete with existing technologies, emphasis must be placed on forming hydrates in a fast and efficient manner. This requires an improved understanding of the factors that influence the formation kinetics of gas hydrates. A brief review of some of these factors follows.
Experimental Setup
The growth kinetics of methane hydrate was studied in titanium autoclave reactors of two sizes, 142.4 mL and 318.1 mL. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 , and Table 1 gives details of the geometry of the autoclave reactors and their component parts. The autoclave cell has an upper chamber where the reaction takes place, and a lower chamber where the stirrer magnet is seated. A single flat blade impeller is used. The impeller was screwed on to the stirrer magnet placed in the bottom chamber through a channel from the upper chamber. Gas was supplied by a gas bottle charged up to 200 bars, while the pressure in the cell was set to 90 bars during the experiments. The overpressure in the gas bottle ensured that the pressure in the cell remained within ±2 of 90 bars during hydrate growth. The gas was supplied to the cell through an opening in the top lid, via a mass flow meter. Depending on the stirring rate and the level of mixing of the gas and liquid in the cell, the gas supplied during the hydrate growth may make contact only with the gas phase, or with the gas-liquid mixture. The growth kinetics of methane hydrate was studied in titanium autoclave reactors of two sizes, 142.4 mL and 318.1 mL. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 , and Table 1 gives details of the geometry of the autoclave reactors and their component parts. The autoclave cell has an upper chamber where the reaction takes place, and a lower chamber where the stirrer magnet is seated. A single flat blade impeller is used. The impeller was screwed on to the stirrer magnet placed in the bottom chamber through a channel from the upper chamber. Gas was supplied by a gas bottle charged up to 200 bars, while the pressure in the cell was set to 90 bars during the experiments. The overpressure in the gas bottle ensured that the pressure in the cell remained within ±2 of 90 bars during hydrate growth. The gas was supplied to the cell through an opening in the top lid, via a mass flow meter. Depending on the stirring rate and the level of mixing of the gas and liquid in the cell, the gas supplied during the hydrate growth may make contact only with the gas phase, or with the gas-liquid mixture.
Cooler / Heater
Temp control unit A Bronkhorst HIGH-TECH flow meter (BRONKHORST High-Tech B.V., Ruurlo, The Netherlands) is connected in the line between the gas container and the reactor cell for measuring gas flow rate into the cell during hydrate growth. Two 1/10 DIN Pt-100 temperature sensors (MRC Teamtrade AS, Dpt. Hyp Teck, Skotselv, Norway) (accuracy ± 0.03 • C) are installed through the top lid of the cell to enable temperature monitoring in the gas and bulk phase during experiments. Pressure monitoring is enabled using a Rosemount 3051TA absolute pressure transmitter (Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) connected to the line along the inlet to the cell. To enable circulation of the cooling fluid, a coolant jacket envelops the cell body. Cooling and temperature control are enabled using a Julabo F34-HL refrigerating/heating circulator (JULABO GmbH, Seelbach, Germany). The cooling fluid used is water. The stirring rate is controlled using a magnetic stirrer drive (REO basic C) with an rpm sensor.
Experiment Runs
All experiments were run at a pressure of 90 bar. The cell content was cooled down at a constant cooling rate of 3 • C/h from an initial temperature of 13.5 • C to the required experimental temperature. System pressure was maintained constant at 90 bar within a deviance of ±2 bar, by adding "fresh" methane from the gas container through the flow meter. We ran experiments in the 141.4 mL cell at temperatures of 8, 7, and 6 • C, and at stirring rates of 350, 425, 500, 575, 650 700, 800, and 1200 rpm. Experiments in the 318.1 mL cell were at 8, 7, and 6 • C, and at stirring rates of 185, 370, 500, 700, and 1200 rpm. The experiments run in the 318.1 mL (large) cell allowed us to analyze scale-up effects on the growth kinetics. The water content used was 50 mL and 100 mL for the small cell, and 112.5 mL and 225 mL for the large cell for parallel experiments.
Theoretical Background
Gas hydrate formation involves coupled heat and mass transfer [4] ; therefore, in our effort to describe hydrate growth behavior, we see the importance of employing parameters that characterize the mass and heat transfer of our system. In stirred reactors, the gas disperses into the liquid in the form of bubbles. When gas hydrates form, the system will consist of gas bubbles and hydrate crystals, dispersed in a continuous water phase. The existence of three phases implies that there exists a gas-liquid interface between the gas and liquid phases, and a crystal-solution interface between the liquid phase and the hydrate crystal. Furthermore, the two-film theory suggests that there are film layers on the gas and liquid sides of the gas-liquid interface [55] . Gas transport occurs through these film layers into the bulk liquid phase. Heat and mass transfer resistance are considered negligible on the gas side film layer, for sparingly soluble gases like methane [56] , thus gas transport into the liquid bulk is controlled by mass transfer of gas molecules across the liquid side film layer at the gas-liquid interface. Similarly, crystal growth theories suggest a two-step model for the hydrate crystal growth; first gas transport occurs from the liquid bulk across a hypothetical stagnant film to the crystal-solution interface, then gas molecules are included into the hydrate structure [57] [58] [59] . Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of gas-liquid and crystal-solution interfaces for mass transfer of gas through the bulk phase to the crystal surface in a hydrate forming system. At the gas-liquid interface, the gas and liquid phases are at equilibrium at the system temperature and pressure. There is a drop in concentration of the gas from the gas-liquid interface across the liquid side film layer to the liquid bulk from C int to C b . Also, the temperature rises across the liquid side film layer due to gas dissolution from T int to T b . At the crystal-solution interface the gas is at the hydrate equilibrium conditions. The concentration of the gas drops to its value at the hydrate equilibrium conditions, C eq , and the temperature increases to the hydrate equilibrium temperature, T eq . The concentration and temperature gradients serve as driving forces for the transport of gas. Accordingly, the hydrate crystal growth rate has been modeled based on gas diffusion from the bulk phase to the crystal surface, e.g., by Englezos et al. [38] and others [60, 61] . Skovborg and Rasmussen [62] have, on the other hand, modeled gas hydrate growth based on the mass transport of gas across the gas-liquid interface. The gas to liquid volumetric mass transfer coefficient (k L a) provides indispensable information in describing gas-liquid mass transfer processes; and is an intricate part of mass-transfer-based modeling attempts of gas hydrate growth [62, 63] . information in describing gas-liquid mass transfer processes; and is an intricate part of mass-transferbased modeling attempts of gas hydrate growth [62, 63] . Figure 2 . Schematic illustration of gas-liquid and crystal-solution interfaces for mass transfer of gas through the bulk phase to the crystal surface in a hydrate forming system (concept has been adopted from Mork (2002) [58] ).
The mean bubble diameter and concentration of gas in the liquid phase (gas fraction), and the degree of dispersion of gas bubbles in the liquid will affect the volumetric gas liquid mass transfer coefficient. The degree of dispersion of the gas bubbles within the liquid phase is defined by the rate of turbulence energy dissipation, which is a function of the power input of the system. Though there are established techniques for measuring or estimating the gas fraction, and the mean bubble diameter, which are in turn used for the estimation of the gas-liquid contact area; we are unable to measure them directly in our lab facilities. However, there are some well-established correlations proposed by other researchers, which may be used to estimate these parameters [64] .
The volumetric mass transfer coefficient is a product of two parameters, the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient (kL), and the gas-liquid specific contact area (a). One can estimate the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient if the gas-liquid phase diffusion coefficient and the density of the liquid phase are known. On the other hand, the gas-liquid specific contact area is a function of the gas fraction or gas hold-up, and the mean bubble diameter of the gas dispersed into the liquid phase. The simplest correlation for the gas-liquid specific contact area is generally given as:
where φ is the gas hold-up, and db is the mean bubble diameter. Saravanan et al. [65] measured the gas hold-up in a stirred tank by direct visual measurement of the increase in the height of the liquid column with aeration. The gas hold-up was calculated as φ = (HG − H)/HG. Where HG is the liquid column height with aeration, and H is the liquid column height without aeration. Saravanan et al. also proposed a correlation for the gas hold-up as φ = a (P/V) b (VG) c , where P is the power consumed by the impeller in aerated conditions (W), V is the volume of liquid in the vessel (m 3 ), VG is the gas superficial velocity (m/s), and a, b, and c are constants that may be obtained from linear regression of experimental data. Their comparison of the experimental measurements to estimates from the correlations gave deviations within 15%. It is reasonable to expect errors in measurements using this technique due to fluctuations in the liquid surface from varying flow patterns and turbulence during stirring. A number of optical imaging techniques as Figure 2 . Schematic illustration of gas-liquid and crystal-solution interfaces for mass transfer of gas through the bulk phase to the crystal surface in a hydrate forming system (concept has been adopted from Mork (2002) [58] ).
The volumetric mass transfer coefficient is a product of two parameters, the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient (k L ), and the gas-liquid specific contact area (a). One can estimate the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient if the gas-liquid phase diffusion coefficient and the density of the liquid phase are known. On the other hand, the gas-liquid specific contact area is a function of the gas fraction or gas hold-up, and the mean bubble diameter of the gas dispersed into the liquid phase. The simplest correlation for the gas-liquid specific contact area is generally given as:
where φ is the gas hold-up, and d b is the mean bubble diameter. Saravanan et al. [65] measured the gas hold-up in a stirred tank by direct visual measurement of the increase in the height of the liquid column with aeration. The gas hold-up was calculated as φ = (H G − H)/H G . Where H G is the liquid column height with aeration, and H is the liquid column height without aeration. Saravanan et al. also proposed a correlation for the gas hold-up as φ = a (P/V) b (V G ) c , where P is the power consumed by the impeller in aerated conditions (W), V is the volume of liquid in the vessel (m 3 ), V G is the gas superficial velocity (m/s), and a, b, and c are constants that may be obtained from linear regression of experimental data. Their comparison of the experimental measurements to estimates from the correlations gave deviations within 15%. It is reasonable to expect errors in measurements using this technique due to fluctuations in the liquid surface from varying flow patterns and turbulence during stirring. A number of optical imaging techniques as well as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations have also been used for estimating the gas hold-up, mean bubble diameter, and the gas and liquid phase velocities [66] [67] [68] [69] . Yang et al. [66] performed gas-liquid-solid dispersion studies using CFD simulations and compared with experimental measurements in a stirred reactor. They expressed the gas and liquid phase velocity in the axial and radial directions as functions of the velocity of the impeller tip (U TIP ) in good agreement with the experimental data. The average liquid phase velocity in the radial direction was about 0.25 U TIP , in the axial direction it was about 0.07 U TIP , while that of the gas phase velocity in the radial direction was about 0.2 U TIP . Chung et al. also reported average gas phase velocities in the range of 0.03-0.2 U TIP in the radial direction, and 0.02-0.11 U TIP in the axial direction [68] . The velocities were also higher within the impeller region, reaching a maximum value around the tip of the impeller, and decreases towards the axis of rotation of the impeller and the reactor wall [66] [67] [68] [69] . The gas hold-up in the impeller region was as high as 0.1-0.2, but decreased as we moved from the impeller in the radial direction to almost zero near the reactor wall. The mean bubble size in Yang et al.'s simulations was based on the model by Zhang et al. [70] , which estimates the bubble diameter with consideration of the influence of the turbulence dissipation rate in the liquid phase:
where σ lg is the surface tension, ρ l is the density of the liquid phase, and ε l is the liquid phase turbulence eddy dissipation. Both the simulation results and those of Chung et al. showed a very small size distribution of the bubbles in the impeller region (0.0008-0.0024 m) compared with the bulk region (0.003-0.005).
Several semi-empirical correlations have also been used to estimate gas hold-up, mean bubble size, and the gas-liquid specific interfacial area. However, Garcia-Ochoa and Gomez [64] proposed a theoretical approach for predicting these parameters, using equations proposed by different scientists to calculate the gas hold-up, mean bubble size, and the gas-liquid specific interfacial area. The following equations were used by Garcia-Ochoa and Gomez [64] .
Liquid Phase Mass Transfer Coefficient (k L )
For non-Newtonian fluids that obey the power law viscosity model,
where D L is the liquid phase diffusion coefficient, k is a consistency index, and n is a flow index. For non-Newtonian fluids that obey the Casson viscosity model,
where µ c is the Casson viscosity and α r is the apparent yield stress to shear stress ratio.
Gas Hold-Up
A modified equation for the gas hold-up based on the derivation by Kudrewizki [71] using isotropic turbulence theory as follows:
If the liquid phase is viscous, a modification is made to the equation to account for viscous forces:
where µ L is liquid viscosity and µ G is gas viscosity.
Mean Bubble Diameter
The mean bubble diameter is given by [72] :
The volumetric mass transfer coefficient (k L a) was calculated by multiplying k L and a. Garcia-Ochoa and Gomez's simulation results of k L a by this approach were found to fit the experimental data from different reactor sizes (2 L-500 L), and impeller blade configurations. Simulations for non-Newtonian fluids required the use of non-Newtonian viscosity models, with the Casson viscosity model giving a better fit with the experimental data.
Rheological Properties of the Hydrate-Water Slurry
In gas hydrate systems, as gas hydrates form, the viscosity and density of the hydrate-water slurry will change with hydrate concentration. While the slurry viscosity increases, the slurry density will decrease with increasing hydrate concentration [73] . In Andersson and Gudmundsson's work on the rheological properties of gas hydrate-water slurry [74] , they could describe the viscosity of gas hydrate-water slurry with the Bingham viscosity model for up to 12% hydrate concentration. However, at higher concentrations, the power-law viscosity model better described the gas hydrate-water slurry viscosity. The following relation relates the power input per unit volume of fluid in the cell (P/V) to the shear stress (τ) and the shear rate (γ) [75] :
For water, which is a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is equal to the ratio of the shear stress to the shear rate:
Combining Equations (8) and (9) gives the shear rate as
The subsequent apparent viscosity of the hydrate-water slurry when hydrate forms will be
which, when combined with Equations (8) and (10), gives
The density of the hydrate slurry is estimated as a volume-weighted average of the hydrate and water phases as ρ slurry = α hyd ·ρ hyd + 1 − α hyd ·ρ w (13) Figure 3 illustrates the temperature, pressure, and gas consumption during a typical experimental run. While cooling the cell content down to the experimental temperature, the stirring was turned off. We see that some gas is consumed during the cooling stage. This is due to gas compensation, mainly for the drop in pressure, and partly to the increase in gas solubility as a function of decreasing temperature. The amount of gas consumed during the initial stirring prior to the start of growth is low, and the temperature remains constant, indicating that the gas saturation process has a low influence on the measured gas consumption during initial hydrate formation.
Data from a Typical Experimental Run
Energies 2016, 9, 1021 8 of 29 Figure 3 . Pressure, temperature, and gas consumption data from a typical experimental run (141.4 mL cell, 50 mL water).
At point 1, hydrate growth commences, as seen from the rapid increase in temperature and gas consumption. The period between point 1 and 2 is referred to as growth stage I in this work. During growth stage I there is a minimal impact from mass transfer and heat transfer restrictions. The gas consumption rate at this point will be strongly dependent on the hydrodynamics of the system, which is affected by the hydrate content and the stirring rate. We see that stage I is a rather brief period that makes way for growth stage II between points 2 and 3. The start of growth stage II is marked by a drop in the initial temperature. The initial gas consumption rate is also characterized by a similar trend of spike and drop. The average rate of gas consumption during growth stage II is sustained until point 3, where the stirring stops in the cell due to plugging by the agglomerated hydrate mass.
The saturation level of methane in water is lower in a system with hydrate present than in a system without hydrates [4] . At incipient hydrate formation, the methane saturation adjusts to a lower value [76] and the "released" excess gas contributes to the growth. The saturation level of methane in water at 90 bar is shown in Figure 4 for both a hydrate-free system and a system in equilibrium with methane hydrate. At incipient hydrate formation, excess gas is available due to a reduction in gas solubility (Δxn at given Tn). This affects the measured gas consumption rate during the initial growth stage I, which most probably becomes underestimated. We have used the method of Duan et al. [77] to predict the mole fraction of methane dissolved in pure water and CSMGem program [4] to estimate the amount of methane dissolved in water in a system containing hydrate. Table 2 shows the amount of excess gas released from the solution at incipient hydrate formation. At point 1, hydrate growth commences, as seen from the rapid increase in temperature and gas consumption. The period between point 1 and 2 is referred to as growth stage I in this work. During growth stage I there is a minimal impact from mass transfer and heat transfer restrictions. The gas consumption rate at this point will be strongly dependent on the hydrodynamics of the system, which is affected by the hydrate content and the stirring rate. We see that stage I is a rather brief period that makes way for growth stage II between points 2 and 3. The start of growth stage II is marked by a drop in the initial temperature. The initial gas consumption rate is also characterized by a similar trend of spike and drop. The average rate of gas consumption during growth stage II is sustained until point 3, where the stirring stops in the cell due to plugging by the agglomerated hydrate mass.
The saturation level of methane in water is lower in a system with hydrate present than in a system without hydrates [4] . At incipient hydrate formation, the methane saturation adjusts to a lower value [76] and the "released" excess gas contributes to the growth. The saturation level of methane in water at 90 bar is shown in Figure 4 for both a hydrate-free system and a system in equilibrium with methane hydrate. At incipient hydrate formation, excess gas is available due to a reduction in gas solubility (∆x n at given T n ). This affects the measured gas consumption rate during the initial growth stage I, which most probably becomes underestimated. We have used the method of Duan et al. [77] to predict the mole fraction of methane dissolved in pure water and CSMGem program [4] to estimate the amount of methane dissolved in water in a system containing hydrate. Table 2 shows the amount of excess gas released from the solution at incipient hydrate formation. At point 1, hydrate growth commences, as seen from the rapid increase in temperature and gas consumption. The period between point 1 and 2 is referred to as growth stage I in this work. During growth stage I there is a minimal impact from mass transfer and heat transfer restrictions. The gas consumption rate at this point will be strongly dependent on the hydrodynamics of the system, which is affected by the hydrate content and the stirring rate. We see that stage I is a rather brief period that makes way for growth stage II between points 2 and 3. The start of growth stage II is marked by a drop in the initial temperature. The initial gas consumption rate is also characterized by a similar trend of spike and drop. The average rate of gas consumption during growth stage II is sustained until point 3, where the stirring stops in the cell due to plugging by the agglomerated hydrate mass.
The saturation level of methane in water is lower in a system with hydrate present than in a system without hydrates [4] . At incipient hydrate formation, the methane saturation adjusts to a lower value [76] and the "released" excess gas contributes to the growth. The saturation level of methane in water at 90 bar is shown in Figure 4 for both a hydrate-free system and a system in equilibrium with methane hydrate. At incipient hydrate formation, excess gas is available due to a reduction in gas solubility (Δxn at given Tn). This affects the measured gas consumption rate during the initial growth stage I, which most probably becomes underestimated. We have used the method of Duan et al. [77] to predict the mole fraction of methane dissolved in pure water and CSMGem program [4] to estimate the amount of methane dissolved in water in a system containing hydrate. Table 2 shows the amount of excess gas released from the solution at incipient hydrate formation. In Figure 5 , we see power readings during an experimental run. As expected, the power is zero when the power supply to the stirrer motor is turned off during cooling, but upon start of stirring the active power attains a value, about 8 watts in this case, and remains roughly constant. At hydrate growth, the power builds up due to the increased resistance to flow from increasing hydrate content. Eventually the power drops sharply, indicating a complete impediment to stirring at point 3, due to plugging in the cell by the hydrate mass. Therefore, we do not analyze the growth data beyond point 3.
We thus consider growth stage II to be representative of the actual instantaneous growth kinetics of the process, taking into consideration the heat transfer limitations caused by a temperature increase in the cell. It is also during growth stage II that the bulk of the hydrate forms, so further parametric analysis and discussion of the data focus on growth stage II.
Energies 2016, 9, 1021 9 of 29 Table 2 . Solubility of methane in water in systems with and without hydrates. The right-hand columns show the volume of excess gas at incipient hydrate formation due to reduced solubility in system with hydrate in standard mL (S·mL, Tref = 15 °C) and normal mL (N·mL, Tref = 0 °C), respectively. In Figure 5 , we see power readings during an experimental run. As expected, the power is zero when the power supply to the stirrer motor is turned off during cooling, but upon start of stirring the active power attains a value, about 8 watts in this case, and remains roughly constant. At hydrate growth, the power builds up due to the increased resistance to flow from increasing hydrate content. Eventually the power drops sharply, indicating a complete impediment to stirring at point 3, due to plugging in the cell by the hydrate mass. Therefore, we do not analyze the growth data beyond point 3. We thus consider growth stage II to be representative of the actual instantaneous growth kinetics of the process, taking into consideration the heat transfer limitations caused by a temperature increase in the cell. It is also during growth stage II that the bulk of the hydrate forms, so further parametric analysis and discussion of the data focus on growth stage II. 
Parameter Response during Growth
In the following, we will look at how some of the parameters for the gas-liquid dispersion process respond during hydrate growth. In Section 4, we have seen that power consumption increased during hydrate growth. Using the equations from Section 3, we will briefly discuss how the mixing power per unit fluid volume (Pmix/V), apparent slurry viscosity, and mean bubble diameter were influenced during hydrate formation.
Power Input per Unit Volume during Hydrate Growth
The power input per unit volume is a measure of the turbulent energy dissipated into the system from stirring. The active power consumed by the system is a sum of the static power when the stirring 
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In the following, we will look at how some of the parameters for the gas-liquid dispersion process respond during hydrate growth. In Section 4, we have seen that power consumption increased during hydrate growth. Using the equations from Section 3, we will briefly discuss how the mixing power per unit fluid volume (P mix /V), apparent slurry viscosity, and mean bubble diameter were influenced during hydrate formation.
Power Input per Unit Volume during Hydrate Growth
The power input per unit volume is a measure of the turbulent energy dissipated into the system from stirring. The active power consumed by the system is a sum of the static power when the stirring is switched off (P s ), the power required to overcome friction from the stirrer blade and magnet plus the weight of the cell content (P f ), and the power dissipated into the fluid for mixing the cell content (P mix ). To estimate the mixing power (P mix ), the power consumed by the system loaded with gas and water just to move the stirrer blade is measured and subtracted from the active power at the specified stirring rate in "revolutions per minute" (RPM), as P mix = P active − P f − P s . The left-hand panel of Figure 6 shows the mixing power, P mix , as a function of the hydrate fraction present in the solution. The power input per unit volume is given by P mix /V, where P mix is the mixing power, and V is the volume of the carrier fluid. The right-hand panel of Figure 6 shows that the power input per unit volume increases with hydrate content, though the stirring rate remained constant during hydrate growth. Increasing hydrate concentration leads to increased resistance to stirring, and an increase in the power consumption to keep the stirring rate constant.
is switched off (Ps), the power required to overcome friction from the stirrer blade and magnet plus the weight of the cell content (Pf), and the power dissipated into the fluid for mixing the cell content (Pmix). To estimate the mixing power (Pmix), the power consumed by the system loaded with gas and water just to move the stirrer blade is measured and subtracted from the active power at the specified stirring rate in "revolutions per minute" (RPM), as Pmix = Pactive − Pf − Ps. The left-hand panel of Figure  6 shows the mixing power, Pmix, as a function of the hydrate fraction present in the solution. The power input per unit volume is given by Pmix/V, where Pmix is the mixing power, and V is the volume of the carrier fluid. The right-hand panel of Figure 6 shows that the power input per unit volume increases with hydrate content, though the stirring rate remained constant during hydrate growth. Increasing hydrate concentration leads to increased resistance to stirring, and an increase in the power consumption to keep the stirring rate constant. 
Apparent Slurry Viscosity during Hydrate Growth
Water-hydrate slurries are said to exhibit non-Newtonian flow behavior [74] . With the assumption of non-Newtonian flow behavior, Equation (12) was used to estimate the apparent slurry viscosity of the water-hydrate slurry with increasing hydrate content. Here the power input per unit volume at the onset of hydrate growth (Pmix/V)0 is that of water, and μw is the viscosity of water. Figure  7 shows a plot of the estimated apparent slurry viscosity with Pmix/V. It can be seen that the viscosity increases with Pmix/V, which, as we can see from Figure 6 , increased with the hydrate content. This observation is in agreement with previous work by Andersson and Gudmundsson who performed viscosity measurements for water-hydrate slurries for up to 20% hydrate fraction [74] , as well as other works [78] . 
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Mean Bubble Diameter during Hydrate Growth
The mean bubble size diameter was estimated using Equation (7) . The surface tension was taken as that between ice and water [79] . The slurry density was estimated using Equation (13) , but it showed little variance from the density of water, since the density of gas hydrate and water are very close [59, 73] ; attaining a value of about 980 kg/m 3 at 33% hydrate fraction. (P mix /V) 0 was used to represent the actual turbulent energy dissipation rate as the observed increase in the power consumption is ascribed to additional resistance to flow due to increasing slurry viscosity from hydrate formation. In addition, we have used the apparent slurry viscosity as the viscosity of the liquid phase. Figure 8 shows an increase in the mean bubble diameter with an increase in the hydrate fraction, which is a result of increasing apparent slurry viscosity. However, the change in mean bubble diameter is moderate, about 15% of the average value. The mean bubble size diameter was estimated using Equation (7) . The surface tension was taken as that between ice and water [79] . The slurry density was estimated using Equation (13) , but it showed little variance from the density of water, since the density of gas hydrate and water are very close [59, 73] ; attaining a value of about 980 kg/m 3 at 33% hydrate fraction. (Pmix/V)0 was used to represent the actual turbulent energy dissipation rate as the observed increase in the power consumption is ascribed to additional resistance to flow due to increasing slurry viscosity from hydrate formation. In addition, we have used the apparent slurry viscosity as the viscosity of the liquid phase. Figure 8 shows an increase in the mean bubble diameter with an increase in the hydrate fraction, which is a result of increasing apparent slurry viscosity. However, the change in mean bubble diameter is moderate, about 15% of the average value. In our discussion of the hydrate growth results, we will use estimated power input per volume at the onset of hydrate growth, and the average values of the mean bubble diameter as a reference to analyze the scale-up effects of the system.
Results and Discussion
We present some of the main observations from the growth experiments with a focus on how system parameters such as experimental temperature and subcooling, water content (gas/water mole ratio), stirring rate, and the cell size affect gas hydrate growth. Growth was preceded by supercooling [37] the system from an initial temperature of 13.5 °C, just outside the hydrate stability region at the system pressure, to the required experimental temperature. In cooling down the system, we used a constant cooling rate. Thus possible effects from cooling rate have been eliminated [40, 80] .
To keep the cell pressure constant at 90 bars during gas hydrate growth, gas was supplied from a gas container via a mass flow meter to replenish gas used up from hydrate formation.
Nucleation Process
In a crystallization process, the necessary condition for nucleation to occur is the supersaturation of the system. System supersaturation results from subcooling the system by decreasing system temperature below the equilibrium temperature or increasing the pressure above the equilibrium pressure. Normally nucleation does not occur immediately when a system reaches a supersaturated state; some time may elapse between the point of supersaturation and nucleation. This time is usually referred to as the induction time. The induction time, as defined by Mullin [57] , is the amount of time between the achievement of constant supersaturation and the detection of crystals [81] . In this work and related works in our laboratory, the system is first cooled down to a specified temperature, and then stirring starts. Thus, we measured the induction time as the time that elapses between when stirring starts and hydrate growth begins. Table 3 shows average induction time measurements for some experiments performed in the two cells used for the growth experiments. The data in the table indicate that the induction time decreases with a decrease in temperature, a decrease in water content, In our discussion of the hydrate growth results, we will use estimated power input per volume at the onset of hydrate growth, and the average values of the mean bubble diameter as a reference to analyze the scale-up effects of the system.
Results and Discussion
We present some of the main observations from the growth experiments with a focus on how system parameters such as experimental temperature and subcooling, water content (gas/water mole ratio), stirring rate, and the cell size affect gas hydrate growth. Growth was preceded by supercooling [37] the system from an initial temperature of 13.5 • C, just outside the hydrate stability region at the system pressure, to the required experimental temperature. In cooling down the system, we used a constant cooling rate. Thus possible effects from cooling rate have been eliminated [40, 80] .
Nucleation Process
In a crystallization process, the necessary condition for nucleation to occur is the supersaturation of the system. System supersaturation results from subcooling the system by decreasing system temperature below the equilibrium temperature or increasing the pressure above the equilibrium pressure. Normally nucleation does not occur immediately when a system reaches a supersaturated state; some time may elapse between the point of supersaturation and nucleation. This time is usually referred to as the induction time. The induction time, as defined by Mullin [57] , is the amount of time between the achievement of constant supersaturation and the detection of crystals [81] . In this work and related works in our laboratory, the system is first cooled down to a specified temperature, and then stirring starts. Thus, we measured the induction time as the time that elapses between when stirring starts and hydrate growth begins. Table 3 shows average induction time measurements for some experiments performed in the two cells used for the growth experiments. The data in the table indicate that the induction time decreases with a decrease in temperature, a decrease in water content, an increase in stirring rate, and an increase in cell volume/diameter. The nucleation rate or induction time is a function of the fluid volume in systems for crystallization processes taking place in the bulk [81] [82] [83] or the contact area at the gas-water interface in the case of hydrate nucleation [83] . In hydrate formation, the probability of nucleation will increase with increasing gas-water contact area [83] . Rapid hydrate formation processes aim at reducing the induction time, and if possible eliminating it. In this respect, agitation or stirring will strongly affect the nucleation processes due to increased contact between gas and water molecules via disturbances in the gas-water contact area, as well as an increased concentration of gas bubbles in the bulk phase and the formation of pockets of smaller water droplets [84] . It has been reported that, for the same set of conditions, the induction time measurements usually vary due to the stochastic nature of the nucleation process [81] [82] [83] [85] [86] [87] . Longer induction time measurements give lower nucleation rates, and vice versa [81] , but induction time variation has not shown any impact on hydrate growth rate. The growth rates were independent of the induction times estimated for each individual growth experiment. Some studies have reported on the effect of temperature and subcooling [81, 82, [88] [89] [90] [91] , and stirring rate [40, 89, 91] on the induction time and nucleation rate [91] (p. 56) of hydrate formation. Results from laboratory experiments have shown that the average induction time decreases with decreasing temperature and increasing subcooling, and decreases with increasing stirring rate [81, 82, [88] [89] [90] [91] . Experimental results from the same cells used for the growth experiments in this work have corroborated reports from previous works. 
Amount of Hydrate Formed
The amount of hydrate formed, and gas consumption were estimated by direct measurements of the gas inflow into the cell during hydrate growth using a mass flow meter. The mass flow meter gives gas consumption as NmL/min (normal mL/min, T ref = 0 • C, P ref = 1 bar) and is independent of temperature and pressure elsewhere in the system (e.g., in the gas container or cell). Based on material balance, we assume that the gas inflow to the cell equals the gas used up for hydrate formation, given a constant pressure in the cell during hydrate growth [92] .
Gas Consumption
In Figure 3 , we have identified three growth stages during hydrate formation in our cells. At the onset of hydrate growth the cell temperature rapidly increases, due to the exothermic nature of hydrate growth. This point corresponds with the point at which the gas consumption also increases rapidly. According to the work by Clark and Bishnoi [61] who used the FBRM (Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement) technique to observe the number of particles during hydrate formation, the number of hydrate particles increases rapidly at the turbidity point, but quickly reaches a plateau at the point when particle agglomeration begins. In Hashemi et al.'s [60] review of Clark and Bishnoi's [61] work, they interpreted the earlier observation to mean that after the critical nuclei have formed during nucleation, the rate of gas consumption from crystal growth is much greater than by primary nucleation. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the contribution of nucleation to the measured gas consumption is negligible. Figure 9 shows a plot of the gas consumption for three experiments performed under similar conditions, showing the effects of mass transfer restriction and agglomeration on the growth as we go from stage I to II and III. As indicated earlier, the gas initially consumed during growth stage I is mainly the dissolved gas that saturated the water phase before growth commenced. Here the intrinsic kinetics mechanisms, as described by the Englezos-Bishnoi model [38] , may play a dominant role. During stage II, all gas consumed is supplied from the free gas phase through the water. Thus, the gas consumed during growth stage II is more representative of the hydrate growth kinetics in our cell system, but at this point the growth is already limited by heat and mass transfer restrictions. At stage III the hydrate crystals have agglomerated and plugged the cell, preventing further stirring of the cell content. The amount of water converted to hydrate reported in this work was calculated from the total gas consumed at the end of growth stage II with a hydration number of 6. The water converted to hydrate at the end of stage II was between 15%-44% in the 141.4 mL cell, and 8%-44% in the 318.1 mL cell; leaving a bulk of the water in the cell unconverted (see Tables 4-6 for average growth data and a detailed summary of experimental results). Since plugging in the cell occurred at different times for the same experimental conditions, the amount of water converted to hydrate may vary greatly, even for the same experimental conditions. performed under similar conditions, showing the effects of mass transfer restriction and agglomeration on the growth as we go from stage I to II and III. As indicated earlier, the gas initially consumed during growth stage I is mainly the dissolved gas that saturated the water phase before growth commenced. Here the intrinsic kinetics mechanisms, as described by the Englezos-Bishnoi model [38] , may play a dominant role. During stage II, all gas consumed is supplied from the free gas phase through the water. Thus, the gas consumed during growth stage II is more representative of the hydrate growth kinetics in our cell system, but at this point the growth is already limited by heat and mass transfer restrictions. At stage III the hydrate crystals have agglomerated and plugged the cell, preventing further stirring of the cell content. The amount of water converted to hydrate reported in this work was calculated from the total gas consumed at the end of growth stage II with a hydration number of 6. The water converted to hydrate at the end of stage II was between 15%-44% in the 141.4 mL cell, and 8%-44% in the 318.1 mL cell; leaving a bulk of the water in the cell unconverted (see Tables 4-6 for average growth data and a detailed summary of experimental results). Since plugging in the cell occurred at different times for the same experimental conditions, the amount of water converted to hydrate may vary greatly, even for the same experimental conditions. 
Growth Rate
We estimate the growth rate as a linear average of the gas consumed over the time duration at each growth stage. The effects of temperature, initial water content, and cell size were analyzed based on the estimated growth rates and gas consumption data. A minimum of three experiments was performed at each experimental condition. The average growth rate from these experiments is what we present in the main text of this work ( Table 4 ). The works from Bishnoi's laboratory [38, 61, 93, 94] and others have focused on determining the intrinsic rate constant of hydrate growth. Hashemi et al. [60] showed that only a small growth driving force is required to match the gas dissolution rate, with an estimated k L a value an order of magnitude lower than the k r a s value. This means that the contribution of gas dissolution to the gas consumption rate during growth is negligible, and thus the consumption rate can be used to represent the average growth rate of the hydrate-forming system.
In a brief review of growth stage I, we observed that during this period the duration and gas consumption rate were strongly affected by the water content, stirring rate, and temperature of the system. Lower temperatures and higher stirring rates led to an increase in the gas consumption rate, while the higher water content led to a decrease in the gas consumption rate. Since the solubility of methane increases with decreasing temperature in the absence of hydrate, more gas is dissolved prior to hydrate formation at lower temperatures, which partly explains the higher gas consumption rates at lower temperatures during stage I of hydrate growth. The growth response with stirring is largely due to improved mixing and turbulence in the system. However, at higher water content more gas is converted to hydrate at the end of stage I [95] , since more gas was dissolved in the water bulk prior to hydrate formation, but the gas consumption rate was lower. This may be attributed to the hydrodynamic effects, which result in poorer mixing conditions and less turbulence at higher water content. An earlier report in a preliminary work [95] stated that the growth rate was highest at growth stage I compared with stage II, but recent additional work at lower stirring rates has shown a lower growth rate at growth stage I compared with stage II. Observations on the fluid flow pattern in the open cell at different stirring rates (see Figure 10 ) seem to suggest that the gas-liquid contact area and gas fraction due to mixing are very low at these lower stirring rates, but even lower for the same stirring rates at higher water content. 
We estimate the growth rate as a linear average of the gas consumed over the time duration at each growth stage. The effects of temperature, initial water content, and cell size were analyzed based on the estimated growth rates and gas consumption data. A minimum of three experiments was performed at each experimental condition. The average growth rate from these experiments is what we present in the main text of this work ( Table 4 ). The works from Bishnoi's laboratory [38, 61, 93, 94] and others have focused on determining the intrinsic rate constant of hydrate growth. Hashemi et al. [60] showed that only a small growth driving force is required to match the gas dissolution rate, with an estimated kLa value an order of magnitude lower than the kras value. This means that the contribution of gas dissolution to the gas consumption rate during growth is negligible, and thus the consumption rate can be used to represent the average growth rate of the hydrate-forming system.
In a brief review of growth stage I, we observed that during this period the duration and gas consumption rate were strongly affected by the water content, stirring rate, and temperature of the system. Lower temperatures and higher stirring rates led to an increase in the gas consumption rate, while the higher water content led to a decrease in the gas consumption rate. Since the solubility of methane increases with decreasing temperature in the absence of hydrate, more gas is dissolved prior to hydrate formation at lower temperatures, which partly explains the higher gas consumption rates at lower temperatures during stage I of hydrate growth. The growth response with stirring is largely due to improved mixing and turbulence in the system. However, at higher water content more gas is converted to hydrate at the end of stage I [95] , since more gas was dissolved in the water bulk prior to hydrate formation, but the gas consumption rate was lower. This may be attributed to the hydrodynamic effects, which result in poorer mixing conditions and less turbulence at higher water content. An earlier report in a preliminary work [95] stated that the growth rate was highest at growth stage I compared with stage II, but recent additional work at lower stirring rates has shown a lower growth rate at growth stage I compared with stage II. Observations on the fluid flow pattern in the open cell at different stirring rates (see Figure 10 ) seem to suggest that the gas-liquid contact area and gas fraction due to mixing are very low at these lower stirring rates, but even lower for the same stirring rates at higher water content.
(A) (B) Figure 10 . Flow pattern at (A) 50 mL and (B) 100 mL water in a 141.4 mL cell. Figure 11 gives a schematic description of the observed flow patterns pictured in Figure 10 . Upon stirring, the gas-liquid interface initially assumes a conical shape at very low stirring rates, due to the Figure 11 gives a schematic description of the observed flow patterns pictured in Figure 10 . Upon stirring, the gas-liquid interface initially assumes a conical shape at very low stirring rates, due to the vortices and flow fields generated by the stirring ( Figure 11A ). The gas-liquid interface increases compared to a case without stirring, and some gas bubbles disperse into the liquid phase; which increases the gas-liquid contact area. As the stirring rate is increased, the base of the cone moves upwards, while its tip moves downwards. At the same time, the turbulent mixing increases and more gas disperses into the liquid phase, while some of the liquid begins to break up into droplets. At point D, the gas and liquid are finely mixed, the liquid fills the entire cell volume forming pockets of liquid droplets, and the gas completely disperses in the liquid. The transition between the flow patterns depicted in Figure 11A -D depends on the water content in the cell. Scheme A is a good representation of flow at or below 350 RPM in the 141.4 mL cell. At 500 RPM and above, we should be at D, with increasing turbulence intensity as the stirring rate increase. vortices and flow fields generated by the stirring ( Figure 11A ). The gas-liquid interface increases compared to a case without stirring, and some gas bubbles disperse into the liquid phase; which increases the gas-liquid contact area. As the stirring rate is increased, the base of the cone moves upwards, while its tip moves downwards. At the same time, the turbulent mixing increases and more gas disperses into the liquid phase, while some of the liquid begins to break up into droplets. At point D, the gas and liquid are finely mixed, the liquid fills the entire cell volume forming pockets of liquid droplets, and the gas completely disperses in the liquid. The transition between the flow patterns depicted in Figure 11A -D depends on the water content in the cell. Scheme A is a good representation of flow at or below 350 RPM in the 141.4 mL cell. At 500 RPM and above, we should be at D, with increasing turbulence intensity as the stirring rate increase. , at low stirring rates below 350 RPM, the gas liquid contact area is very low. As the stirring rate increases, the liquid level rises, more gas is dispersed into the liquid phase as seen in (B,C). At (D) the stirring rate is high enough to disperse the liquid within the entire cell volume, obscuring the distinct contact boundary between the gas and liquid phases.
The flow patterns described in Figure 9 are analogous to the flow regimes for gas-liquid mixing described by Tatterson [96] , with A-B corresponding to a flooding regime, for which gas dispersion is very poor and the gas-liquid interfacial area is very small. C corresponds to the loaded regime, where the mixing effects from the impeller are improved but the gas is still not fully dispersed in the liquid phase. D corresponds to the complete dispersion flow regime, which gives complete and uniform distribution of the gas phase in the liquid phase [45, 58] .
In the cases with very low stirring rates (350 RPM in the 141.4 mL cell and 185 RPM in the 318.1 mL cell), the growth rate is higher during growth stage II. Apparently, this observation is due to hydrodynamic effects, but it is unclear how exactly the changes in flow pattern affect the transition in gas consumption rates with stirring. Further discussion of the results is primarily on the gas consumption rate during stage II of hydrate growth. Note that the growth rates have been normalized by dividing by the initial volume of water used for each experiment.
Effect of Experimental Temperature and Subcooling
Several studies found in the literature have looked into the effect of system temperature on gas hydrate growth rate and there are different conclusions drawn on the effect of temperature on the rate of gas hydrate growth. Vysniauskas and Bishnoi's [39] work on the kinetics of methane hydrate formation in a semi-batched stirred reactor showed an increase in gas consumption rate with a decrease in temperature. Peng et al.'s [97] study on the hydrate film growth on a gas bubble suspended in a water droplet showed an increase in the film growth rate with increasing subcooling. Their results also showed that at constant subcooling the film growth rate increased with increasing temperature, which was explained as an effect of the significantly higher pressures at higher temperatures, giving higher solubility when the subcooling is constant. The work by Happel et al. [98] in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) also showed an increase in growth rate, with increased subcooling at constant pressure. Meanwhile, Mork and Gudmundsson [45, 58] , who also formed hydrates in a continuous stirred tank reactor, did not see any clear effect of subcooling on hydrate growth rate. , at low stirring rates below 350 RPM, the gas liquid contact area is very low. As the stirring rate increases, the liquid level rises, more gas is dispersed into the liquid phase as seen in (B,C). At (D) the stirring rate is high enough to disperse the liquid within the entire cell volume, obscuring the distinct contact boundary between the gas and liquid phases.
Several studies found in the literature have looked into the effect of system temperature on gas hydrate growth rate and there are different conclusions drawn on the effect of temperature on the rate of gas hydrate growth. Vysniauskas and Bishnoi's [39] work on the kinetics of methane hydrate formation in a semi-batched stirred reactor showed an increase in gas consumption rate with a decrease in temperature. Peng et al.'s [97] study on the hydrate film growth on a gas bubble suspended in a water droplet showed an increase in the film growth rate with increasing subcooling. Their results also showed that at constant subcooling the film growth rate increased with increasing temperature, which was explained as an effect of the significantly higher pressures at higher temperatures, giving higher solubility when the subcooling is constant. The work by Happel et al. [98] in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) also showed an increase in growth rate, with increased subcooling at constant pressure. Meanwhile, Mork and Gudmundsson [45, 58] , who also formed hydrates in a continuous stirred tank reactor, did not see any clear effect of subcooling on hydrate growth rate. Figure 12 shows results from our present work at the three different experimental temperatures of 6, 7, and 8 • C, with 50 mL water content and a stirring rate of 700 rpm. Note that similar to Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, Happel et al., and Mork and Gudmundsson, the pressure in this present work was kept constant, thus a decrease in temperature corresponds to a proportionate increase in subcooling. Our results show that the hydrate growth rate increased with an increase in subcooling or a decrease in experimental temperature. While our results agree with those of Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, and Happel et al., it is not clear why the results of Mork and Gudmundsson have not shown a similar trend. Mork and Gudmundsson's results were presented for a natural gas mixture as opposed to those of Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, Happel et al., and our present work, which are for pure components. Mork and Gudmundsson offered validation for their results by comparing the results for methane hydrate at 7 • C with those for the natural gas at a specified subcooling of 3 K; there was no difference in the estimated growth rates for both cases. Their comparison of the results for methane and natural gas seems to also suggest that, at constant subcooling, the gas composition has no effect on the hydrate growth rate. However, this needs to be further investigated, because work by Abay et al. [99] with two different synthetic natural gas compositions showed that the composition had an effect on the hydrate growth rate, with the seven-component synthetic natural gas having a growth rate double that of the two-component synthetic natural gas.
Energies 2016, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 29 Figure 12 shows results from our present work at the three different experimental temperatures of 6, 7, and 8 °C, with 50 mL water content and a stirring rate of 700 rpm. Note that similar to Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, Happel et al., and Mork and Gudmundsson, the pressure in this present work was kept constant, thus a decrease in temperature corresponds to a proportionate increase in subcooling. Our results show that the hydrate growth rate increased with an increase in subcooling or a decrease in experimental temperature. While our results agree with those of Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, and Happel et al., it is not clear why the results of Mork and Gudmundsson have not shown a similar trend. Mork and Gudmundsson's results were presented for a natural gas mixture as opposed to those of Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, Happel et al., and our present work, which are for pure components. Mork and Gudmundsson offered validation for their results by comparing the results for methane hydrate at 7 °C with those for the natural gas at a specified subcooling of 3 K; there was no difference in the estimated growth rates for both cases. Their comparison of the results for methane and natural gas seems to also suggest that, at constant subcooling, the gas composition has no effect on the hydrate growth rate. However, this needs to be further investigated, because work by Abay et al. [99] with two different synthetic natural gas compositions showed that the composition had an effect on the hydrate growth rate, with the seven-component synthetic natural gas having a growth rate double that of the two-component synthetic natural gas. Figure 12 . Effect of temperature on gas hydrate growth rate (50 mL water content, 700 rpm stirring rate, 141.4 mL cell). Figure 13 shows hydrate growth rates for water contents of 50 mL and 100 mL in the 141.4 mL cell. The gas-water mole ratio is 0.154 and 0.035 with 50 and 100 mL water, in the 141.4 mL cell, and 112.5 and 225 mL water in the 318.1 mL cell, respectively. 6.4. Water Content (Gas-Water Mole Ratio) Figure 13 shows hydrate growth rates for water contents of 50 mL and 100 mL in the 141.4 mL cell. The gas-water mole ratio is 0.154 and 0.035 with 50 and 100 mL water, in the 141.4 mL cell, and 112.5 and 225 mL water in the 318.1 mL cell, respectively. Figure 12 shows results from our present work at the three different experimental temperatures of 6, 7, and 8 °C, with 50 mL water content and a stirring rate of 700 rpm. Note that similar to Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, Happel et al., and Mork and Gudmundsson, the pressure in this present work was kept constant, thus a decrease in temperature corresponds to a proportionate increase in subcooling. Our results show that the hydrate growth rate increased with an increase in subcooling or a decrease in experimental temperature. While our results agree with those of Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, and Happel et al., it is not clear why the results of Mork and Gudmundsson have not shown a similar trend. Mork and Gudmundsson's results were presented for a natural gas mixture as opposed to those of Vysniauskas and Bishnoi, Happel et al., and our present work, which are for pure components. Mork and Gudmundsson offered validation for their results by comparing the results for methane hydrate at 7 °C with those for the natural gas at a specified subcooling of 3 K; there was no difference in the estimated growth rates for both cases. Their comparison of the results for methane and natural gas seems to also suggest that, at constant subcooling, the gas composition has no effect on the hydrate growth rate. However, this needs to be further investigated, because work by Abay et al. [99] with two different synthetic natural gas compositions showed that the composition had an effect on the hydrate growth rate, with the seven-component synthetic natural gas having a growth rate double that of the two-component synthetic natural gas. Figure 12 . Effect of temperature on gas hydrate growth rate (50 mL water content, 700 rpm stirring rate, 141.4 mL cell). Figure 13 shows hydrate growth rates for water contents of 50 mL and 100 mL in the 141.4 mL cell. The gas-water mole ratio is 0.154 and 0.035 with 50 and 100 mL water, in the 141.4 mL cell, and 112.5 and 225 mL water in the 318.1 mL cell, respectively. We see that the growth rate at 50 mL water content is almost double that at 100 mL water content at all temperatures. This observation may be attributed to two factors: hydrodynamic effects and the amount of gas available in the cell. While lower water content would be associated with lower bubble size and a more dispersed mixture of gas and water, a higher water content will be characterized by the opposite, leading to more favorable kinetics at lower water content. Figure 10 gives examples of the hydrodynamics in the cell at different water content. We see that at specified stirring rates the turbulence intensity is higher with lower water content in the cell. The turbulent energy dissipation rate can be represented by the power input per unit volume of liquid in the cell. A plot of the power input per unit volume of liquid (P mix /V) as a function of stirring rate (RPM) for the different water content is presented in Figure 14 , which shows that the P mix /V is higher at lower water content. Thus, the mean bubble diameter (Equation (7)) is lower at lower water content, which supports our suggestion of increased gas-liquid contact area and agrees with the observed flow patterns in the cell.
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Energies 2016, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 20 of 29 We see that the growth rate at 50 mL water content is almost double that at 100 mL water content at all temperatures. This observation may be attributed to two factors: hydrodynamic effects and the amount of gas available in the cell. While lower water content would be associated with lower bubble size and a more dispersed mixture of gas and water, a higher water content will be characterized by the opposite, leading to more favorable kinetics at lower water content. Figure 10 gives examples of the hydrodynamics in the cell at different water content. We see that at specified stirring rates the turbulence intensity is higher with lower water content in the cell. The turbulent energy dissipation rate can be represented by the power input per unit volume of liquid in the cell. A plot of the power input per unit volume of liquid (Pmix/V) as a function of stirring rate (RPM) for the different water content is presented in Figure 14 , which shows that the Pmix/V is higher at lower water content. Thus, the mean bubble diameter (Equation (7)) is lower at lower water content, which supports our suggestion of increased gas-liquid contact area and agrees with the observed flow patterns in the cell. The second contributor to the favorable kinetics is that comparatively, at constant pressure, there is more gas available in the cell at lower water content, which gives a higher gas to liquid volume ratio. In a study by Chaudhari and Gholap on gas-liquid mass transfer in "dead-end" autoclave reactors like the one used in this work, it was shown that an increased gas to liquid volume ratio leads to more effective gas recirculation and strongly promotes the gas-liquid volumetric mass transfer coefficient [100] . Better gas recirculation is also credited for the increase in growth rate in a reactor re-designed to enhance hydrate formation, proposed by Linga et al. [54] . More effective gas recirculation gives better gas-liquid dispersion, and increases the rate of gas-liquid contact, which would promote the hydrate growth rate. Figure 15 shows the hydrate growth rate at three different experimental temperatures as function of stirring rate during growth stage II. The growth rate increased with stirring rate during growth stage I (Table 4) . However, this trend did not continue at stage II of hydrate growth. Instead, the system gave an optimal growth rate around 500-575 rpm. This behavior was consistent at all three experimental temperatures. However, the variation in the growth rate with stirring may be due to minor variations in the temperature buildup in the cell (Figure 16 ) at the various stirring rates, which would have some impact on the gas solubility [59] (p. 162). The second contributor to the favorable kinetics is that comparatively, at constant pressure, there is more gas available in the cell at lower water content, which gives a higher gas to liquid volume ratio. In a study by Chaudhari and Gholap on gas-liquid mass transfer in "dead-end" autoclave reactors like the one used in this work, it was shown that an increased gas to liquid volume ratio leads to more effective gas recirculation and strongly promotes the gas-liquid volumetric mass transfer coefficient [100] . Better gas recirculation is also credited for the increase in growth rate in a reactor re-designed to enhance hydrate formation, proposed by Linga et al. [54] . More effective gas recirculation gives better gas-liquid dispersion, and increases the rate of gas-liquid contact, which would promote the hydrate growth rate. Figure 15 shows the hydrate growth rate at three different experimental temperatures as function of stirring rate during growth stage II. The growth rate increased with stirring rate during growth stage I (Table 4) . However, this trend did not continue at stage II of hydrate growth. Instead, the system gave an optimal growth rate around 500-575 rpm. This behavior was consistent at all three experimental temperatures. However, the variation in the growth rate with stirring may be due to minor variations in the temperature buildup in the cell (Figure 16 ) at the various stirring rates, which would have some impact on the gas solubility [59] (p. 162). Works from Bishnoi's laboratory, where a similar experimental setup has been used, reported that the rate constant evens out at stirring rates of 400 rpm and above; this observation was made for different works with methane gas, and with CO2 [38, 61] . Clark and Bishnoi, in their work, suggested that the intrinsic rate constant remaining roughly constant from 400 rpm and above means that the heat and mass transfer resistances could be considered negligible above 400 rpm.
Effect of Stirring Rate (RPM)
The present work suggests that heat accumulation, leading to temperature buildup in the cell during hydrate growth, limits the hydrate growth rate. However, findings from an earlier work show that the heat transfer coefficient decreases during the hydrate formation process but remains roughly constant at each growth stage, i.e., there is an equilibration in the heat transfer out of the cell during growth stage II [92] . Other related works have indicated an increase in hydrate formation rate with an increase in stirring rate [40, 47, 48] , and in general stirring has been shown to promote mass transfer [60, 64, 100, 101] . The differences in response to stirring between growth stages II and I may be explained by the following. (1) The promotional effect observed for stage I is mainly due to intrinsic kinetics without any mass or heat transfer limitation since the gas converted to hydrate had already been dissolved in the water phase; (2) Growth stage II is analogous to an instantaneous hydrate formation process, but with obvious mass and heat transfer limitations; (3) For an instantaneous hydrate formation process the heat and mass transfer resistance are negligible at high enough stirring rates (above 500 rpm in this case), beyond which additional increase in the stirring rate does not enhance the growth rate.
Linga et al. [54] suggested a reactor design with a gas-inducing impeller that enables efficient recycling of the gas phase of the crystallizer into the liquid with an extra impeller blade near the gasliquid contact, to reduce the mass transfer resistance after hydrate forms. However, this solution proves inadequate, judging by the low percentage water converted to hydrate at the end of the experiments (7.6%-15.4%) after several hours of hydrate formation. THF was used as an additive to reduce the operating pressure in Linga et al.'s work, but it gave the adverse effect of also decreasing the water conversion rate. Moreover, the current work, for which a single flat-blade impeller with a 5% clearance from the top and 12.5% from the sides of the reactor is used, gave much higher growth rates and higher percentage water conversion over a shorter period. Reports from several other works Works from Bishnoi's laboratory, where a similar experimental setup has been used, reported that the rate constant evens out at stirring rates of 400 rpm and above; this observation was made for different works with methane gas, and with CO2 [38, 61] . Clark and Bishnoi, in their work, suggested that the intrinsic rate constant remaining roughly constant from 400 rpm and above means that the heat and mass transfer resistances could be considered negligible above 400 rpm.
Linga et al. [54] suggested a reactor design with a gas-inducing impeller that enables efficient recycling of the gas phase of the crystallizer into the liquid with an extra impeller blade near the gasliquid contact, to reduce the mass transfer resistance after hydrate forms. However, this solution proves inadequate, judging by the low percentage water converted to hydrate at the end of the experiments (7.6%-15.4%) after several hours of hydrate formation. THF was used as an additive to reduce the operating pressure in Linga et al.'s work, but it gave the adverse effect of also decreasing the water conversion rate. Moreover, the current work, for which a single flat-blade impeller with a 5% clearance from the top and 12.5% from the sides of the reactor is used, gave much higher growth rates and higher percentage water conversion over a shorter period. Reports from several other works Works from Bishnoi's laboratory, where a similar experimental setup has been used, reported that the rate constant evens out at stirring rates of 400 rpm and above; this observation was made for different works with methane gas, and with CO 2 [38, 61] . Clark and Bishnoi, in their work, suggested that the intrinsic rate constant remaining roughly constant from 400 rpm and above means that the heat and mass transfer resistances could be considered negligible above 400 rpm.
Linga et al. [54] suggested a reactor design with a gas-inducing impeller that enables efficient recycling of the gas phase of the crystallizer into the liquid with an extra impeller blade near the gas-liquid contact, to reduce the mass transfer resistance after hydrate forms. However, this solution proves inadequate, judging by the low percentage water converted to hydrate at the end of the experiments (7.6%-15.4%) after several hours of hydrate formation. THF was used as an additive to reduce the operating pressure in Linga et al.'s work, but it gave the adverse effect of also decreasing the water conversion rate. Moreover, the current work, for which a single flat-blade impeller with a 5% clearance from the top and 12.5% from the sides of the reactor is used, gave much higher growth rates and higher percentage water conversion over a shorter period. Reports from several other works have given conversion rates for methane hydrate that differ significantly, but these results were obtained under varying conditions, with reactors of different designs.
Effect of Reactor Size
Several factors need to be taken into consideration when scaling up gas dispersion processes like the one in this work. These include the impeller tip speed, Reynold's number, gas-liquid interfacial area, impeller power consumption per volume, gas-liquid volume ratio, liquid-tank height ratio, and impeller-tank diameter ratio, among others [45, 96] . In Tatterson's review on the scale-up of gas dispersion processes [96] , maintaining a constant gas-liquid interfacial area is recommended; "this can be achieved by constant impeller tip speed, and constant impeller diameter/tank diameter ratio upon scale-up; or by constant gas volume/liquid volume ratio" [45] . However, scale-up according to one parameter alone may have an adverse effect on other parameters. To examine the effect of cell size on the growth, some experiments were conducted in the 318.1 mL cell, described in Section 2.1. The gas-liquid volume ratio, liquid-tank height ratio, impeller-tank height ratio, and impeller-tank diameter ratio were kept constant upon scale-up in this work (Table 1 ). Figure 17 shows the growth rate in the 141.4 mL cell and the 318.1 mL cell at the different experimental temperatures. We see that the growth rate is considerably lower as we scale up in size, even at lower subcooling values. Linga et al. [54] reported an increase in water conversion rate by a factor of 1.4 upon scale-up of a reactor, but the impeller design was changed in the larger reactor to give better gas recirculation after hydrates form, which would change the flow pattern in the reactor. In Mori's article, "On the scale-up of gas-hydrate-forming reactors . . . " [49] it was argued that to maintain the same hydrate-forming capacity upon reactor scale-up, the specific thermal conductance/thermal conductance per unit volume of the liquid phase, and the gas-liquid flow pattern (flow regime) that ensures sufficient gas-liquid mixing and mass transfer, must be maintained. The heat transfer from the hydrate-water slurry to the cell wall, and the mass transfer in the gas-hydrate-water dispersion, depend on the power input per unit volume of suspension, the mean bubble size, and the impeller Reynold's number or impeller tip velocity. have given conversion rates for methane hydrate that differ significantly, but these results were obtained under varying conditions, with reactors of different designs.
Several factors need to be taken into consideration when scaling up gas dispersion processes like the one in this work. These include the impeller tip speed, Reynold's number, gas-liquid interfacial area, impeller power consumption per volume, gas-liquid volume ratio, liquid-tank height ratio, and impeller-tank diameter ratio, among others [45, 96] . In Tatterson's review on the scale-up of gas dispersion processes [96] , maintaining a constant gas-liquid interfacial area is recommended; "this can be achieved by constant impeller tip speed, and constant impeller diameter/tank diameter ratio upon scale-up; or by constant gas volume/liquid volume ratio" [45] . However, scale-up according to one parameter alone may have an adverse effect on other parameters. To examine the effect of cell size on the growth, some experiments were conducted in the 318.1 mL cell, described in Section 2.1. The gas-liquid volume ratio, liquid-tank height ratio, impeller-tank height ratio, and impeller-tank diameter ratio were kept constant upon scale-up in this work (Table 1 ). Figure 17 shows the growth rate in the 141.4 mL cell and the 318.1 mL cell at the different experimental temperatures. We see that the growth rate is considerably lower as we scale up in size, even at lower subcooling values. Linga et al. [54] reported an increase in water conversion rate by a factor of 1.4 upon scale-up of a reactor, but the impeller design was changed in the larger reactor to give better gas recirculation after hydrates form, which would change the flow pattern in the reactor. In Mori's article, "On the scaleup of gas-hydrate-forming reactors…" [49] it was argued that to maintain the same hydrate-forming capacity upon reactor scale-up, the specific thermal conductance/thermal conductance per unit volume of the liquid phase, and the gas-liquid flow pattern (flow regime) that ensures sufficient gasliquid mixing and mass transfer, must be maintained. The heat transfer from the hydrate-water slurry to the cell wall, and the mass transfer in the gas-hydrate-water dispersion, depend on the power input per unit volume of suspension, the mean bubble size, and the impeller Reynold's number or impeller tip velocity. Figure 17 . Effect of reactor size on gas hydrate growth at a gas-water volume ratio, VG/VL, of 1.828 (cf. Table 1 ) and at different experimental temperatures (700 rpm).
Plots of the growth rate versus the mean bubble size (db), impeller Reynold's number (NRe), impeller tip velocity (UTIP), and impeller power consumption per unit volume liquid in the cell (Pmix/V) are presented in Figure 17 . The mean bubble diameter and the power input per unit volume were estimated as described in Sections 3 and 5.
Conventional knowledge suggests that decreasing the mean bubble diameter, increasing the power input per unit volume, and increasing the impeller Reynold's number or impeller tip velocity increases the gas-liquid dispersion, mass transfer, and heat transfer. The investigation by Ochoa and Gomez on gas liquid dispersion systems included results for different fluid types, stirrer types, and reactor volumes. Their analysis showed that for all systems, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient increased with increasing power input per unit volume of liquid in the reactor [64] . The work by Figure 17 . Effect of reactor size on gas hydrate growth at a gas-water volume ratio, V G /V L , of 1.828 (cf. Table 1 ) and at different experimental temperatures (700 rpm).
Plots of the growth rate versus the mean bubble size (d b ), impeller Reynold's number (N Re ), impeller tip velocity (U TIP ), and impeller power consumption per unit volume liquid in the cell (P mix /V) are presented in Figure 17 . The mean bubble diameter and the power input per unit volume were estimated as described in Sections 3 and 5.
Conventional knowledge suggests that decreasing the mean bubble diameter, increasing the power input per unit volume, and increasing the impeller Reynold's number or impeller tip velocity increases the gas-liquid dispersion, mass transfer, and heat transfer. The investigation by Ochoa and Gomez on gas liquid dispersion systems included results for different fluid types, stirrer types, and reactor volumes. Their analysis showed that for all systems, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient increased with increasing power input per unit volume of liquid in the reactor [64] . The work by Chaudhari et al. with acetylene-distilled water and hydrogen-ethanol systems as the liquid phase also shows that the volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient increases with increasing agitation speed [100] . Moreover, the review by Beenackers and Swaaij on mass transfer in gas-liquid slurry reactors shows that the mass transfer coefficient increases with increasing Reynold's number [101] . Likewise, several works have given evidence of a positive correlation between heat transfer and the Reynold's number [102] [103] [104] . The work by Meindinyo et al. on the heat transfer through hydrate slurry also showed that heat transfer through hydrate slurry increased with an increase in stirring rate when the hydrate slurry could still flow; when the hydrate formed solid deposits on the reactor wall, stirring no longer enhanced the heat transfer [104] .
From Figure 18 it is difficult to establish a clear relationship between the hydrate growth rate and any of the parameters considered, but we see that hydrate growth rate plateaus at a value beyond which a further increase in Reynold's number, tip velocity, power input per unit volume, or decrease in mean bubble diameter does not increase the growth rate. The Reynold's number calculations in Figure 14 were done with the viscosity for pure water, which was about 0.0014 Pa·s at the experimental temperature. If we recalculate the Reynold's number with the average slurry viscosity (Figure 7 ) (which will be about 0.003 Pa·s, assuming about the same value at all stirring rates; though one must note that gas hydrate-water slurry is considered shear thinning, which means the viscosity is expected to decrease with increasing stirring rate, but this needs to be further investigated for our system), we see that the growth rate plateaus when we have fully turbulent flow. This is not a conclusive statement but an observation worth looking into in other systems. Chaudhari et al. with acetylene-distilled water and hydrogen-ethanol systems as the liquid phase also shows that the volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient increases with increasing agitation speed [100] . Moreover, the review by Beenackers and Swaaij on mass transfer in gas-liquid slurry reactors shows that the mass transfer coefficient increases with increasing Reynold's number [101] . Likewise, several works have given evidence of a positive correlation between heat transfer and the Reynold's number [102] [103] [104] . The work by Meindinyo et al. on the heat transfer through hydrate slurry also showed that heat transfer through hydrate slurry increased with an increase in stirring rate when the hydrate slurry could still flow; when the hydrate formed solid deposits on the reactor wall, stirring no longer enhanced the heat transfer [104] . From Figure 18 it is difficult to establish a clear relationship between the hydrate growth rate and any of the parameters considered, but we see that hydrate growth rate plateaus at a value beyond which a further increase in Reynold's number, tip velocity, power input per unit volume, or decrease in mean bubble diameter does not increase the growth rate. The Reynold's number calculations in Figure 14 were done with the viscosity for pure water, which was about 0.0014 Pa·s at the experimental temperature. If we recalculate the Reynold's number with the average slurry viscosity ( Figure 7 ) (which will be about 0.003 Pa·s, assuming about the same value at all stirring rates; though one must note that gas hydrate-water slurry is considered shear thinning, which means the viscosity is expected to decrease with increasing stirring rate, but this needs to be further investigated for our system), we see that the growth rate plateaus when we have fully turbulent flow. This is not a conclusive statement but an observation worth looking into in other systems. Hydrate growth rate as a function of db, NRe, UTIP, and P/V in the 141.4 mL and 318.1 mL cells (6 °C). The gas-water volume ratio, VG/VL, was 1.828 (cf. Perhaps the most glaring observation from the scale-up is that even at a similar Reynold's number, tip velocity, power input per unit volume, and mean bubble diameter, the growth rate in the 141.4 mL cell remains higher than the growth rate in the 318.1 mL cell. The work by Ochoa and Perhaps the most glaring observation from the scale-up is that even at a similar Reynold's number, tip velocity, power input per unit volume, and mean bubble diameter, the growth rate in the 141.4 mL cell remains higher than the growth rate in the 318.1 mL cell. The work by Ochoa and Gomez indicates that reactor size has no significant impact on the volumetric mass transfer coefficient; moreover, since an increase in power input per unit volume did not increase the growth rate once it plateaued, the argument cannot be made based on insufficient power input in the larger cell, as proposed by Mori [49] . On the other hand, the specific thermal conductance of the reactor will drop upon scale-up with geometric similarity, since the specific surface area for heat transfer will be equal to 4/D, assuming the liquid covers the entire cell wall when stirred. This argument is supported by the analysis of Nauman [105] . He suggested that to maintain the specific thermal conductance of the reactor upon scale-up of stirred tank reactors, the driving force for heat transfer must be increased. Some recommendations for maintaining the specific thermal conductance upon scale-up are discussed in the work by Nauman [105] .
On the other hand, the high power demand from stirring is still a valid concern for hydrate formation at an industrial scale. Clearly, increased fluid volumes in an industrial-scale reactor would require power demands that may not be economically efficient for stirred tank reactors [54] . The use of silica gels offers a potential option to improve the gas-liquid mass transfer without the need for stirring [6, 24, 28, 52] . Adeyemo et al. [28] obtained increased water conversion rates and up to 45% water converted to hydrate after four hours by contacting flue gas and fuel gas mixtures with water dispersed in silica gel in a fixed bed column for CO 2 capture. Ho et al. [9] also reported higher gas consumption rates in an unstirred reactor compared with a stirred reactor used for CO 2 capture in the presence of cyclopentane as a promoter. These methods offer the advantage of energy efficiency, but have the disadvantage of relatively low water conversion rates over a long duration. Brown et al. [35] reported on a reactor designed for rapid hydrate formation based on the dispersion of water droplets and gas into a reactor for continuous production of hydrates, which converted up to 80% of water to hydrate within two minutes, and above 90% water converted after six hours in a 100 mL cell. A scale-up of the process to a 15 L cell was reported to give a methane uptake above 80%, with instantaneous hydrate formation. The efficiency of the technique proposed by Brown et al. [35] can be attributed to the effective dispersion of the water phase, which gave micron-sized water droplets, resulting in highly improved heat and mass transfer during hydrate growth. Batched and semi-batched stirred tank reactors have the water and hydrate mixed within the reactor in volumes that limit the degree of dispersion obtainable. The limit in the degree of dispersion creates a limit to the heat and mass transfer in the reactor, which would increase with an increase in reactor size.
Conclusions
We have conducted experiments in two (141.4 mL and 318.1 mL) geometrically similar, semi-batch autoclave reactors to study the effect of temperature, water content, stirring rate, and reactor scale-up on gas hydrate growth rate. The results show a clear promotional effect from increasing the subcooling. Increased subcooling increases the driving force of hydrate formation and growth and the decreased cooling bath temperature increases the temperature difference across the cell wall and thus the heat flux and heat removal per time unit. The latter suggests that heat fluxes and heat transfer play an important role in the growth kinetics. Higher water content led to a decrease in hydrate growth rate due to unfavorable hydrodynamic effects, suggesting that higher hydrate growth rates can be obtained by applying techniques that increase the gas-liquid contact area by reducing bubble and droplet size. The results also indicate that batched/semi-batched production of gas hydrates is severely limited by mass and heat transfer restrictions. In the absence of mass and heat transfer restrictions, the hydrate growth rate continuously increased with an increase in stirring rate (stage I), but with mass/heat transfer limitations the hydrate growth rate effectively plateaus at a specific stirring rate beyond which no further growth promotion occurs (stage II). Our results also show a decrease in the hydrate growth rate upon geometric scale-up of the reactor, which we believe is mainly due to a decrease in the specific thermal conductance upon scale-up, and heat and mass transfer limitations created by the limit to the degree of the liquid phase dispersion in batched and semi-batched stirred tank reactors. Author Contributions: Both Remi-Erempagamo Tariyemienyo Meindinyo and Thor Martin Svartaas. conceived and designed the experiments; Remi-Erempagamo Tariyemienyo Meindinyo performed the experiments with the assistance from Thor Martin Svartaas and some students in the lab; Remi-Erempagamo Tariyemienyo Meindinyo analyzed the data with assistance from Thor Martin Svartaas; Remi-Erempagamo Tariyemienyo Meindinyo wrote the paper, with Thor Martin Svartaas contributing to the in-depth theoretical discussion and adding essential details to improve the quality of the paper.
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